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Language as means of communication has a great significance for human 

being. People need language to fulfill their need in communicating and also to 

maintain social interaction in daily life. Besides as a means of communication, 

language is a media for human being to express their feeling, idea, think, and 

knowledge. And communication is very important in each aspect of life because, 

the main necessity of human life is a friendly social relationship which can only 

happen in a good social relationship with other people. These two aspects of 

language behavior are very important from a social point of view: first, the 

function of language in establishing social relationship and second, the role 

played by language in conveying information about the speaker. It means that 

language is very important to establish and maintain relationship with other 

people, because language as a social phenomenon is closely tied up with the 

social structure and value systems of society, different dialect and accents are 

evaluated in different way. 

This research was conducted in order to know:  1) the types of Code 

Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding 

School Coper Jetis Ponorogo, 2) the factors which cause Code Switching used 

by First Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper 

Jetis Ponorogo. 

The type of this research is qualitative research in form of case study. 

The data collecting was done by applying observation, interview, and 

documentation to support the research and to answer the problems. The 

researcher also analyzed data through data reduction, data display, and drawing 

conclusion. 

The results of the research show that there are two types of code 

switching done by first grade students of Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding 

School Coper Jetis Ponorogo, they are situational and metaphorical code 

switching. The other result is that there are three factors caused the event of code 

switching, these are: first, the students don‟t master the vocabularies. Second, 
the students found difficulty arranging sentences in English when they are in 

conversation. Third, the students want to tolerate other participants who are 

involved in conversation. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background Of The Study 

Language as a means of communication has a great significance for 

human being. People need language to fulfill their need in communicating and 

also to maintain social interaction in daily life. Besides as a means of 

communication, language is a media for human being to express their feeling, 

idea, thought, and knowledge. Language can be a very important factor in group 

identification, group solidarity and the signaling of difference, and when a group 

is under attack from outside, signals of difference may become more important 

and are therefore exaggerated. And communication is very important in each 

aspect of life because the main necessity of human life is a friendly social 

relationship which can only happen in a good social relationship with other 

people.  

According to Peter Trudgill language is not simply a means of 

communicating information about the weather or any other subject. These two 

aspects of language behavior are very important from a social point of view: 

first, the function of language in establishing social relationship and second, the 

role played by language in conveying information about the speaker.
1
 

                                                           
1
 Peter Trudgill, Sociolinguistics an Introduction (USA:  Published by Penguin Books, 

1974), 13. 
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It means that language is very important to establish and maintain 

relationship with other people, because language as a social phenomenon is 

closely tied up with the social structure and value systems of society, different 

dialect and accents are evaluated in different way.  

When people communicate with their societies, they tend to use their 

traditional languages or the language which is often used in their daily lives. It is 

known as the mother tongue. Besides using it, people also tend to learn the 

second language or the foreign language. Moreover, the mother tongue is a 

language used by the native speakers since they are still children and it is used at 

home. While the second language is a language learned after the first language 

either out of necessity or by personal choice and to fulfill some special purposes. 

For example, in Malaysia, Malay is the first language and English is the second 

language. 

When two or more people communicate each other in speech, we can call 

the system of communication that they employ a code. In most cases that code 

will be something we may also want to call a language. We should also note that 

two speakers who are bilingual, that is who have access to two codes, and who 

for one reason or another shift back and forth between the two languages as they 

converse by code switching. Code switching is more typically an in-group mode 

of communication than one used with strangers or even acquaintances in many 
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communities.
2
 The use of code switching is obviously visible in many countries, 

especially in countries that citizens come from various backgrounds. 

It means that Code switching is a term in linguistics referring to 

alternation between one or more languages, dialects, or language registers in the 

course of discourse between people who have more than one. 

Nowadays, code switching has been largely used in a lot of forms, such 

as, novels, radios, televisions, teaching learning process, etc. Code switching 

occurs when the speaker switches from one language to another. For instance, a 

speaker switches the code from Indonesian to English or from English to 

Indonesian. 

This phenomenon also happened in Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding 

School Coper Jetis Ponorogo, the students should use English language in their 

activites, but in fact the students used either English or Indonesian language in 

delivering a communication. That reason became language program not 

effectiveness. The following is an example of code switching that used by the 

students in daily conversation.   

Ainun and Dita have a chat in front of the room by using Indonesian 

Language 

Dita : hay ainun…kamu mau kemana? 

Ainun : eh dita…saya mau ke koprasi. 

Dita : kebatulan saya juga mau kesana hehe. 

                                                           
2
 Florian Coulmas, The Handbook of Sociolinguistics (Tokyo: Blackwell Publishing, 

1998), 159. 
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Ainun : emzzzz bagaimana kalau ke koprasinya bareng? 

Dita : oke 

Suddenly managers are passing in front of them, and then they change 

their language immediately by English language. 

Dita : what do you want to buy in the cooperation? 

Ainun : I want to buy note book and pen, and how about you? 

Dita  : I just want to buy pencil and eraser. 

 

This phenomenon, known as code switching has become a major focus of 

attention in linguistics. This concise and original study explores how, when and 

where code switching occurs. Drawing on a diverse range of examples from 

medieval manuscripts to rap music, novels to advertisements, emails to political 

speeches, and above all everyday conversation, it argues that code switching can 

only be properly understood if we study it from a variety of perspectives. It 

shows how sociolinguistic, psycholinguistic, grammatical and developmental 

aspects of code switching are all interdependent, and findings in each area are 

crucial to others. Breaking down barriers across the discipline of linguistics, this 

pioneering book confronts fundamental questions about what a “native 

language” is and whether languages can be meaningfully studied independently 

from individuals who use them.
3
 

This research focuses on Code Switching Used by First Grade Students 

at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

                                                           
3
 Penelope Gardner-Chloros, Code-switching (New York: Cambridge University Press, 

2009), 3. 
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B. Focus Of The Study 

In this research will be focused on Code Switching Used by First Grade 

Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

 

C. Statement Of The Problem 

1. What types of Code Switching are used by First Grade Students at Al-

Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo? 

2. What factors which cause Code Switching used by First Grade Students at 

Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo? 

 

D. Objective Of The Study 

Related to the statement of the problem above, the objective of this study 

is: 

1. To describe the types of Code Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-

Mawaddah Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

2. To analyze the factor which cause Code Switching used by First Grade 

Students. 

 

E. Significance Of The Study 

Related to the statement of the problem above, the objective of the study 

is: 
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1. Students 

This study is expected to be able give student‟s knowledge to improve   their 

speaking ability, in this case is conversation. 

2. Reader 

This research is able to give contributions to readers, particularly the students 

of English Department of State Institute of Islamic College (STAIN) 

Ponorogo as reference for the next research. 

 

F. Research Methodology 

The existence of the research methodology has a goal of guiding the 

research as in order to work systematically. The research methodology covers a 

set of research activities conducted by researcher. It involves research design, 

data source, techniques of collecting data, and technique of data analysis. 

 

1. Design of the Study 

Research design is the arrangement of conditions for collection and 

analysis of data in a manner that aims to combine relevance to the research 

purpose with economy in procedure. In fact, the research design is the 

conceptual structure within which research is conducted; it constitutes the 

blueprint for the collection, measurement and analysis of data.
4
 Research can 

                                                           
4
 C.R Khotari, Research Methodology: Method and Technique ( New Delhi: New Age 

International (p) Ltd., Publishers,2004). 31. 
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be defined as a scientific and systematic search for pertinent information on a 

specific topic. In fact, research is an art of scientific investigation.
5
 

 In this research the researcher focus on code switching means that the 

data in this research is related to student‟s conversation in term of code 

switching. Because of that this research applied descriptive qualitative   

design in gathering the data. Qualitative research is to develop concepts that 

enhance the understanding of social phenomena in natural setting, with due 

emphasis on the meaning, experiences and view of all participant.
6
 

According to Bernard‟s about description term means “making 

complicated things understandable by reducing them to their component 

parts.”7
 Qualitative research has some types. One of those is descriptive    

study. This study tries to describe systematically and carefully about the data. 

 Bodgan and Biklen mentioned several characteristics of descriptive 

qualitative research which include: 

1. Qualitative research has the natural setting as the direct source of data and 

researcher is the key instrument. 

2. Qualitative research is descriptive, thus the data collected is in the form of 

words or pictures rather than numbers. 

3. Qualitative research is concerned with process. 

                                                           
5
  Ibid.,1. 

6
 Helle Neergaard and Jhon Parm Ulhoi, Handbook of Qualitative Research Methods in 

Entrepreneurship (USA: published by Edward Elga , 2007), 20. 
7
 Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis (USA:  SAGE 

Publication, 1994), 104. 
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4. The qualitative research tends to analyze the data inductively. 

5. “Meaning” is of essential concern to the qualitative approach.8 

Descriptive case study design is suitable with the main objective of 

the study that is to describe Code Switching Used by First Grade Students at 

Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. The 

description was extracted and concluded, the activities conducted, the 

material used, the media used, the assessment used and it is grounded in deep 

and varied sources of information. 

 

2. Research Role 

As Lofland has also noted, the role of the researcher in the setting may 

vary in involvement. In Gold‟s classic typology of naturalistic research roles, 

he outlined four modes through which observes may gather data: the 

complete participant, the participant as observer, the observer as participant, 

the complete observer.
9
 

According to George J. Mouly, he defines research as, “The 

systematic and scholarly application of the scientific method interpreted in its 

broader sense, to the solution of social studies problems; conversely, any 

                                                           
8
 Bogdan, R.C. & Biklen, S.K, Qualitative Research  for Education. An Introduction to 

Theory and Methods ( Boston Allyn & Bacon, 1982),  29-32. 
9
 Norman K. Denzin and Yvonna S. Lincoln, Handbook Qualitative Research (USA: by 

Sage Publication, 1994), 379. 
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systematic study designed to promote the development of social studies as a 

science can be considered research.”10
 

The following are the main characteristics of research: 

1. A sound philosophy of social studies as the basis of research. 

2. Research is based on insight and imagination. 

3. Research requires an interdisciplinary approach. 

4. Research usually employs deductive reasoning process. 

5. Research should come out of a desire to do things better. 

6. Research is not as exact as research in physical science. 

7. Research is not the field of the specialist only. 

8. Research generally requires inexpensive material. 

9. Research is based on the subjectivity and intangibility of social 

phenomena. 

10.  Research is perhaps incapable of being dealt through empirical    

method. 

11. Research is based on inter dependence of causes and effect. 

12. Research cannot be a mechanical process. 

The main function of research is to improve research procedures 

through the refinement and extension of knowledge. Therefore, in this 

                                                           
10

 Yogesh Kumar Sigh, Fundamental of Research Methodology and Statistic (New 

Delhi: New Age International publisher, 2006), 11. 
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research the researcher as a key instrument, as the full participant and as the 

data collective. 

 

3. Research Location 

The research will be conducted at First Grade Students at Al-

Mawaddah Boarding School. It is located at Mangga Street, Coper, Jetis, 

Ponorogo postal code is 63473 and the telephone number is (0352) 31139, and 

082894058501. 

The researcher takes the school as a place of the study because: 

a. The place is reachable. It enable for researcher to conduct to the research. 

b. Writer wants to know why the code switching happens at Al-Mawaddah 

Islamic Girl boarding school Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

 

4. Researchers Role 

Researchers are required by federal law to minimize risks, to balance 

any risks with potential benefits of the research, and to inform participants of 

any risks involved.
11

 In qualitative research, there are three types of researcher 

                                                           
11

 Dawson R. Hancock and Bob Algozzine, Doing Case Study Research (New York: 

Published by Teachers College Press, 2006), 62. 
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role. They are complete observer, observer as participant and complete 

participant.
12

 

In this research, researcher becomes an observer and participant. The 

researcher interacts with the subject‟s activity in the research location while the 

researcher collects the data and organizes it specifically. The collecting and 

organizing data will be analyzed, interpreted and reported by the researcher as 

a result. 

 

5. Data Source 

The data sources in this research are place, person and paper. We 

breakdown into two, there are: 

1. Human: Teacher and students 

2. Non-human: Documentation (historical of Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl 

Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo, vision, mission, and goal. 

Geographical location, organization structure, condition of the teachers and 

students, facilities and infrastructure) and photos about process of Code 

Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl 

Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

 

                                                           
12

 Norman K. Denzim, Handbook of Qualitative Research (California: SAGE 

Publication. Inc, 1994), 248. 
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6. Technique of Collecting Data 

The most important step in research is collecting data in this activity, 

the researcher made effort to master theory in order to get suitable data. This 

research is descriptive qualitative research. In conducting this research, the 

researcher obtain information by asking question to get  some answer about 

what the researcher needed to find the problem dealing with the research. In 

this research, interview is conducted to acquire information about the used of 

code switching by first grade students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding 

School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

The data collection is the accumulation of specific evidence that will 

enable the researcher to properly analyze the results of all activities by his 

research design and procedures.
13

 Some design decision are mainly conceptual, 

the conceptual framework and research question, sampling, case definition, 

instrumentation, and the nature of the data to be collected.
14

 In the behavioral 

science data are collected by administering various types of research tools of 

the human sample subject‟s.15
 The research uses a qualitative approach. So, 

technique of data collection consists of Interview, observation and 

documentation. 

                                                           
13

 Yogesh Kumar Singh, Fundamental of research of methodology and statistic (New 

Delhi: Published by New Age International, 2006), 221. 
14

 Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis (USA:  

SAGE Publication, 1994), 30. 
15

 Yogesh Kumar Singh, Fundamental of research of methodology and statistic (New 

Delhi: Published by New Age International, 2006), 227. 
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a. Observation 

Observations are collecting data through watching or engaging in 

activities.
16

 Many qualitative researchers prefer observation data 

information that can be seen directly by the researcher or heard or felt to 

other kinds. The eye sees a lot (and misses a lot), simultaneously noting 

who, what, when, where, and why (as newspaper people are supposed to do) 

and particularly relating them to the story or the assertions forthcoming that 

is, to the research question.
17

 

By doing observation, the researcher will know the process of code 

switching used by students, they are: 

1. The implementation of code switching from the students in daily 

conversation. 

2. Knowing types of code switching are used by students in daily 

conversation. 

b. Interview 

Interview is a conversation, the art of asking questions and 

listening.
18

 Interviews are used for a number of purposes. For a qualitative 

researcher, the main purposes are: 

                                                           
16

 Loraine Blaxter, Christina Hughes and Malcolm Tight, How to Research (USA: Open 

University Press, 2006), 167. 
17

 Robert E. Stake, Qualitative Research Studying How Things Work (New York: The 

Guilford Press, 2010), 103. 
18

 Norman K. Denzin, and Yvonna S. Lincoln, Handbook of Qualitative Research (USA: 

by Sage Publication, 1994), 353. 
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1. Obtaining unique information or interpretation held by the person 

interviewed. 

2. Collecting a numerical aggregation of information from many persons. 

3. Finding out about “a thing” that the researchers were unable to observe 

themselves.
19

 In this research the researcher does interview to know the 

reason of the students use code switching. 

c. Documentation 

Comprehensive and accurate documentation is essential for informed 

use of data. Key documentation describes how the data were created (e.g., 

sampling, fieldwork), prepared for analysis (e.g., transcribed, digitized), and 

subsequently collated and processed. The content of each file, such as an 

interview, should be clearly documented and should include information 

about who was being interviewed, when, where, and so on.
20

 

Documentation of analysis operation, and also suggest more modest 

variation. Any documentation approach must be keyed to purposes.
21

 

Document, on the other hand, are prepared for personal rather than official 

reasons and include diaries, memos, letters, and field notes.
22

 In this 

                                                           
19

 Robert E. Stake, Qualitative Research Studying How Things Work (New York: The 

Guilford Press, 2010), 108. 
20

 Lisa M. Given, The Sage Encyclopedia Of Qualitative Research Methods (USA: 

SAGE Publications, 2008), 194. 
21

 Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis  (USA:  

SAGE Publication, 1994), 296. 
22

 Norman K. Denzin, and Yvonna S. Lincoln, Handbook of Qualitative Research (USA: 

by Sage Publication, 1994), 393. 
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research the documentation as secondary data like: photos, recording, and 

scripts. 

 

7. Technique of Analyzing Data 

The analysis of data in a general way involves a number of closely 

related operations which are performed with the purpose of summarizing the 

collected data and organizing these in such a manner that they answer the 

research question.
23

 

In qualitative research, data obtained from various sources, using the 

techniques of data collection varied (triangulation), and conducts continuously 

until data saturation. With continuous observation resulted in data variation is 

very high. The data obtained are generally qualitative data, so data analyze 

techniques are used there is no clear pattern. Therefore, it is often have the 

difficulty in conducting the analysis. 

Analysis of data means studying the tabulated material in order to 

determine inherent facts or meanings. It involves breaking down existing 

complex factors into simpler parts and putting the parts together in new 

arrangements for the purpose of interpretation.
24

  

                                                           
23

 C.R Kathori, Research Methodology: Method and Technique, 122. 
24

 Yogesh Kumar Singh, Fundamental of research of methodology and statistic (New 

Delhi: Published by New Age International, 2006), 232. 
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Miles and Huberman, suggest that the activity in the analysis of 

qualitative data is conducted continuously until complete, so that data 

saturation. Activity in data analysis is data reduction, data display and 

conclusion and drawing/ verification.
25

 

a. Data Reduction 

Data reduction refer to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, 

abstracting, and transforming the data that appear in written up field notes or 

transcription. The data reduction/ transforming process continues after 

fieldwork, until a final report is completed.
26

 

b. Data display 

Generically, a display is organized, compressed assemble of information 

that permits conclusion drawing and conclusion. Displays help us to 

understand what is happening and to do something either analyze further or 

take action, base on that understanding.
27

 

c. Conclusion and verification 

In this implication, the researcher makes a conclusion. The conclusion is the 

answer of the research problems that have been formulated. Base on the 

statement above, the stage of data analysis can be showed in this picture: 

 

                                                           
25

 Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Data Analysis, ( London, New Delhi: 

SAGE Publisher, 1994 ) 10. 
26

 Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman, Qualitative Data Analysis (USA:  

SAGE Publication, 1994), 25.  
27

 Ibid., 25. 
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8. Checking of Validity 

Validity describes the extent to which we measure what we purpose to 

measure. An instrument is or is not intrinsically valid, as validity is a 

characteristic of the responses. Consequently, it is important to pretest the 

instrument to obtain preliminary data that can be used to assess validity.
28

 

 

9. Research procedure 

In this research, there are some procedures of research which must be 

done. They are planning, application, the procedure of data analysis and 

reporting: 

 

                                                           
28

 David Colton and Robert W. Covert, Designing and constructing instruments for 

social research and evaluation (San Francisco: Published by Jossey-Bass, 2007), 65. 

Data display 

Data collection 

 
Conclusion drawing/ 

verifying 

 

Data reduction 
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a. Planning 

This procedure includes arranging the research plan, choosing the field or 

research location, organizing permission, observing, choosing and using 

information, preparing instrument, and something that relates research ethic. 

b. Application 

In this procedure involves understanding the researcher preparation, 

entering the field, and interact with the subject while collection data. 

c. The procedure of data analysis 

It includes analyzing data, observation Code Switching Used by First Grade 

Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis 

Ponorogo. 

d. Reporting  

In this activity researcher writes a research report in from of thesis writing 

about Code Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah 

Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

 

G. Organization of the Thesis 

Chapter I  Introduction  

In this chapter is introduction, consist of: background of study, 

limitation of the problems, statement of the problems, 

objectives of the study, significance of the study, and the 

organization of the thesis. 
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Chapter II Theoretical Background 

In this chapter explains some theories about; Sociolinguistic, 

Scope of Sociolinguistics, Language Variation, Bilingualism, 

Code Switching, Types of Code Switching, The factors which 

cause Code Switching, Previous of study. 

Chapter III          Research Finding 

This chapter contains serving of data that includes general data 

that is connected with research location that consist of vision, 

mission, and objective of junior High school at Al-Mawaddah 

Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo, the 

establishing history geographical position, organization 

structure and explanation that consist of data about Code 

Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah 

Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

Chapter IV          Discussion  

This chapter contains of data Code Switching Used by First 

Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School 

Coper Jetis Ponorogo and the factors which cause Code 

Switching used by First Grade Students Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

Chapter V           Closing  

 The conclusion and recommendation of this research are 

applied in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

A. Theoretical Analysis 

Theoretical background used in this study is presented in this chapter. They 

promote references concerned with the research problems have been formulated. 

They involve overview of “Code Switching Used by First Grade at Al-Mawaddah 

Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo.” 

 

1. Sociolinguistic 

Sociolinguistic is a branch of linguistics that takes language as an object 

of study, in a way that is usually distinguished from how syntax, semantics, 

morphology, and phonology handle. It is a field that analyzes language as a part 

of social property. The study explores the functions and the varieties of 

language, the contacts between different languages, attitudes of people towards 

language use and users, changes of language, as well as plans on language. In 

the early definition of the study, some linguists used the term sociology of 

language, while others named it sociolinguistic.
29

 And sociolinguistics also 

study about language in relation to society condition. The word sociolinguistics 

derives from a word socio and linguistics. The basic scope of sociolinguistics 

                                                           
29

 Made Iwan Indrawan Jendra, Sociolingustics the Study of Societies’ Languages 
(Yogyakarta: Graha Ilmu, 2010), 9. 
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covers language and society since it is a combination of sociology and 

linguistics. 

Sociolinguistics also concerned with investigating the relationships 

between language and society with the goal being a better understanding of the 

structure of language and of how languages function in communication; the 

equivalent goal in the sociology of language is trying to discover how social 

structure can be better understood through the study of language, e.g., how 

certain linguistic features serve to characterize particular social arrangements. 

Sociolinguistics should encompass everything from considering „who 

speaks (or writes) what language (or what language variety) to whom and when 

and to what end, the social distribution of linguistic items, to considering how a 

particular linguistic variable might relate to the formulation of a specific 

grammatical rule in a particular language or dialect, and even to the processes 

through which languages change. 

According to J.A. Fishman Sociolinguistic is the study of the 

characteristics of language varieties, the characteristics of their functions, and 

the characteristics of their speakers as these three constantly interact, change 

and change one another within a speech community.
30

 

Meanwhile, Gumperz was quoted by Wardhaugh has observed that 

Sociolinguistics is an attempt to find correlations between social structures and 

                                                           
30

 Abdul Chaer and Leoni Agustina, Sosiolinguistik (Jakarta: PT: Rineka Cipta, 2004), 3.  
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to observe any changes that occur.
31

 Therefore, it creates the relationship 

among the people and their social status in the society. Then, Hudson says that 

Sociolinguistics is the study of language in relation to society.
32

 

Meanwhile the Blander definitions of sociolinguistics refer to studying 

language „in society‟ or language „in its social context‟.33
 According to Holmes 

say that the sociolinguist‟s aim is to move towards a theory which provides a 

motivated account of the way language is used in community, and of the choice 

people make when they use language.
34

  

Therefore it can be pointed out that Sociolinguistics is the branch of 

linguistics that tries to disclose the things related to the use of language by its 

social community in its social interaction. In the wider point of view, 

sociolinguistics does not only discuss what kinds of language use by what 

social community but also pays attention to the questions of how and why the 

people use certain language when they interact with the others in their social 

live. 

It can be concluded that language and society are un-separated. People 

who live in society need system and tool to manage their relationship among 

them. Language is an important tool used in communication because it is 

                                                           
31

 Ronald Wardhaugh, An Introduction to Sociolinguistics Fifth Edition (USA: 

Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 11. 
32

 Ibid., 13. 
33

 Nikolas Coupland, Style Language Variation and Identity (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2007), 4. 
34

 Ronald Wardhaugh, An Introduction to Sociolinguistics Fifth Edition (USA: 

Blackwell Publishing, 2006), 11. 
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impossible to conduct social relationship and communication without language. 

Language can make people understand each other when they are speaking. 

 

2. Scope of Sociolinguistics 

According to Wardhaugh, Sociolinguistics is divided into two studies; 

they are macro sociolinguistics and micro sociolinguistics. Coulmas says that 

micro sociolinguistics investigates how social structure influences the way 

people talk and how language varieties and patterns of use correlate with social 

attributes such as class, sex, and age. Macro sociolinguistics, on the other hand, 

studies what societies do with their languages, that is, attitudes and attachments 

that account for the functional distribution of speech forms in society, language 

shift, maintenance, and replacement, the delimitation and interaction of speech 

communities.
35

 

 

3. Language Variation 

It is quite obvious that different people use different language. This is a 

given fact which you can experience when you travel from one country to 

another. Also, there are variations within one single language community. 

Variations has simply set itself other primary objectives, linked to 

                                                           
35

 Ibid., 13. 
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understanding language systems and how they change, rather than 

understanding social action and interaction through language.
36

 

There is various definition of what a language community is. In general, 

we call a group of people using a common variant of a language community. 

For example, all people speaking a certain dialect of English are one speech 

community. However, speech communities can be discerned on other levels of 

society. There are male and female speech communities among the speakers of 

English. These differ because the contrast of language use in men and women. 

According to Hudson defines a variety of language as „a set of linguistic items 

with similar distribution,‟ a definition that allows us to say that all of the 

following are varieties: Canadian English, London English, the English of 

football commentaries, and so on. According to Hudson, this definition also 

allows us „to treat all the languages of some multilingual speaker, or 

community, as a single variety, since all the linguistic items concerned have a 

similar social distribution. A variety can therefore be something greater than a 

single language as well as something less, less even than something 

traditionally referred to as a dialect.
37

 Martin Joos distinguishes of language 

based on the degree of formality those are frozen, formal, consultative, casual, 

and intimate. 
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The frozen variety is the most formal language variation, which is used 

in solemn situations and official ceremonies, for examples in a state ceremony, 

sermons in mosques, oath-taking procedures, codes of law notary certificates, 

and decree. Called the standard variety because the rule has been set 

significantly, it should not be changed. On written form this standard variety we 

can find in historical documents, such as the constitution.
38

 

The formal variety is the language variety that used on the state address, 

official meetings, correspondence offices, religious lectures, and so on. The 

official variety used in official situations. 

Consultative variation is language variation that is commonly used in 

regular talks in schools, and meetings or conversations that is oriented to the 

product, so, can be said that this business variety is the language variation the 

most operational. This business variety is between formal variety and informal 

variety. Casual variety is a variation of the language that used in informal 

situations to talk with family or close friends. 

Intimate variety is a variation of the language that used by the speakers 

who have already familiar, such as between family members or between friends 

who are already intimates. This variety is characterized by the use of language 

that is not complete and the articulation is often unclear.  
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4. Bilingualism 

While it is the case that even speakers of a single language (putative 

monolinguals) control various styles and levels of that language, it is very 

common that people develop some knowledge and ability in second language 

and so become bilingual. The simplest definition of a bilingual is a person who 

has some function ability in a second language. Bilingual have repertoire of 

domain related rules of language choice.
39

   

According to Weinreich there are three types of bilingualism, naming 

them compound, coordinate, and sub-coordinate. Basically, the way one learns 

a language is said to have an impact on how concepts are encoded and stored in 

the brain. Compound bilingualism stands for an individual who learns the two 

languages in the same context and situation, so that two words (one in each 

language) have one common meaning and representation in the brain, thus 

creating an interdependence of the two languages. In contrast, coordinate 

bilingualism state an independency between the two languages. Sub-coordinate 

is the individual learns the two languages in different contexts, so that each 

word has its own specific meaning.
40
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5. Code Switching 

Most speakers command several varieties of any language they speak, 

and bilingualism, even multilingualism, is the norm for many people 

throughout the world rather than bilingualism. People, then, are usually 

required to select a particular code whenever they choose to speak, and they 

may also decide to switch from one code to another or to mix codes even within 

sometimes very short utterances and thereby create a new code in a process 

known as code switching.
41

 

Gumperz‟s analysis of code switching in the community reveals that the 

situation is quite complex because of the number of possibilities that are 

available, with the „right‟ choice highly dependent on the social context and 

intent of the speaker.
42

 

There is a situation where speakers deliberately change a code being 

used, namely by switching from one to another. The change is called code 

switching.
43

 Code switching is the ability to select the language according to the 

interlocutor, the situational context, the topic of conversation, and so forth, and 

to change languages within an interactional sequence in accordance with 

sociolinguistic rules and without violating specific grammatical constraints.
44
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Code switching can arise from individual choice or be used as a major 

identity marker for a group of speakers who must deal more than one language 

in their common pursuits.  

Such varied combinations of two or more linguistic varieties occur in 

countless bilingual societies and communities, and are known as code switching 

(CS). It refers to the use of several languages or dialects in the same 

conversation or sentence by bilingual people.
45

 

Gal says, „code switching is a conversational strategy used to establish, 

cross or destroy group boundaries; to create, evoke or change interpersonal 

relations with their rights and obligations.‟ We will now look more closely at 

this phenomenon.
46

 Within the set of linguistic varieties which show either 

morphemes from two or more languages or effects of one language on 

another.
47

 

Humans are known to be flexible they easily adopt the habits of their 

surroundings in order to fit into the respective social group. This is why we are 

able to switch codes.
48

 And code switching can arise from individual choice or 

be used as a major identity maker for a group of speakers who must deal with 

more than one language in their common pursuit. Code switching allows a 

speaker to meet someone else half way, establish common ground, and show 
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flexibility and openness. Code switching shows one to be a cooperative person, 

someone recognize that everyone does not have the same background. Code 

switching can be a very useful social skill.
49

 

 

6. Types of Code Switching 

According to Wardhaught, there are two kinds of code switching; 

a. Situational code switching occurs when the language used change according 

to the situations in which the conversant find themselves: they speak one 

language in one situation and another in a different one. 

b. Metaphorical code switching has an affective dimension to it: you change 

the code as you redefine the situation like formal to informal, official to 

personal, serious to humorous, and politeness to solidarity.
50

  

Sometimes situational code switching or metaphorical code switching 

happens inside the conversation between people with the others when they 

communicate. 

 

7. The factors which cause Code Switching 

A wide range of factors determine whether or not code switching occurs 

at all in a given language contact situation. From a sociolinguistic point of 
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view, three types of factor contribute to the form taken by code switching in a 

particular instance: 

1. Factors independent of particular speakers and particular circumstances in 

which the varieties are used, which affect all the speakers of the relevant 

varieties in a particular community. 

2. Factors directly related to the speakers, both as individuals and as members 

of a variety of subgroups: their competence in each variety, their social 

networks and relationships, their attitudes and ideologies, their self-

perception and perception of others. 

3. Factors within the conversations where Code Switching takes place. Code 

Switching is a major conversational resource for speakers, providing further 

tools to structure their discourse beyond those available to monolinguals.
51

 

It is also worth noting that language switching is not solely determined 

by the social situation. It can also be used by a speaker for his own purposes: to 

influence or define the situation as he wishes, and to convey nuances of 

meaning and personal intention. This can be done in one of two ways. It may, 

for instance, be done by, as it were, using two language at once and the second 

possibility is that a speaker can switch  completly from one language to 

another.
52
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People sometimes switch code within a dominan or social situation. 

When there is some obvious change in the situation, such as the arrival of new 

person, it is easy to explain the switch.
53

 And use switching as a marker of 

‟solidarity‟ with the person they are talking to, that is, using the change of 

language to reinforce ‟closeness‟ of the relationship.
54

 From the theory above 

we can conclude that the reason of using code switching is to make 

conversation easier and to get the benefit from process of communication. 

 

B. Previous of study 

To support this research the researcher took some related research focused 

on code switching such Stevia Descarenz‟s thesis entitle “The Use of Code 

switching by the Biology Teacher of VIII i Class of SMPN Surakarta”. In her 

research she concludes that: 

1. Form of code switching is done by the biology teacher VII i class of SMPN 4 

Surakarta. In this research has three form, there are inter-sentential code 

switching, intra-sentential code switching, and tag switching. 

2. Motives which become the background of conducting code switching by the 

biology teacher VII i class of SMPN 4 Surakarta. 

They are fourteen motives which become background of code switching in 

delivering the lesson by the biology teacher VII i class of SMPN 4 Surakarta. The 
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motives are: to clarify the information which is previously given in English form, 

to remind the students about previous the material, to give strong emphasis on a 

word/words and its meaning to the students, to make sure to the students the 

information that she will deliver is important, to confirm, to make the students are 

able to achieve her explanation in both Indonesian and English language, to 

emphasize to the students that the time is over and the lesson will end, to make 

sure to the students whether or not they have questions, to end certain material and 

to continue to the next material, agreement, repetition, to conduct informal 

conversation with the students, to use the term in English version, and use the 

term in Indonesian version.
55

 

The researcher also took Agnes Oktaviani‟s thesis entitle “The Use of 

Code Switching by MTV VJ of MTV Global Room in Global TV”. In her 

research she concludes that: 

1. The form of code switching use by MTV VJ of MTV Global Room in Global 

TV, there are three forms are inter-sentential code switching, intra-sentential 

code switching, and tag switching. 

2. The reason of using those code switching, there are some different reasons of 

using those  code switching by the hosts of MTV Global Room program in that 

data. Those reasons are: 
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a. Intra-sentential Switching 

The hosts create Intra-sentential Switching in presenting the program 

because of the familiar and simpler words and the use of jargon. 

b. Inter–sentential Switching 

The hosts create Inter-sentential Switching when they present the program 

because to clarify, to give information, to express condolence feeling, to 

express thanks feeling, to introduce guest and to have break time. 

c. Tag Switching 

The hosts insert Tag Switching when they are speaking to confirm, as an 

agreement to play song, to remind the viewers and make sure.
56

 

From the explanations above the researcher argues that there are some 

differences among Stevia Descarenza‟s, Agnes Oktaviani‟s studies and this 

study, Stevania and Agnes focused on inter-sentential code switching, tag 

code switching, and intra-sentential code switching. Meanwhile, the 

researcher in this study focused on Metaphorical code switching and 

situational code switching. Moreover, its similarity is analyzing code 

switching. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH FINDING 

A. General Data 

1. History of School Establishment 

Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School is department of Islamic 

education organized as girl boarding school. This boarding school stands on 

wakaf land in 9 of Dzul-Qa‟dah 1409 H/ 21 of October 1989 M as the 

realization from the idea and aspiration KH. Ahmad Sahal as the establisher of 

Pondok Modern Gontor. 

Pondok Modern Gontor was established in 1926, the students consist of 

man and girl coming from neighborhood area and carrying together in a school 

named Tarbiyatul Athfal (TA). In 1936 was founded Kuliyyatul Mu‟allimin al-

Islamiyah (KMI) as continue from TA. KMI stand after KH.Imam Zarkasyi 

after he had finished the study from Padang. 

After Pondok Modern Gontor known in public and the students increase 

they don‟t accept girl students anymore, but this is not stay KH. Ahmad Sahal 

thought to build create education for girl “The girl boarding must be held, and 

the location separate from Pondok Modern Gontor”. 

This boarding school was established by Nyai Hj. Soetichah Sahal 

named “Ma’hadul Mawaddah al-Islamiy Lil Banat” realization from 

instruction establisher Pondok Modern Gontor that is KH. Ahmad Sahal then 

implemented with Nyai Hj. Soetichah Sahal and their child. Initially Al-
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Mawaddah boarding school would be established in Nglumpang Village Mlarak 

Ponorogo, but because family reason, and the condition of the land, and also 

near from Pondok Modern Gontor, finally the boarding school is established in 

Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

The aspiration was testament and realization by Nyai Hj. Soeticah Sahal 

( Mr. KH. Ahmad Sahal‟s wife) by founding Pesantren Putri Al-Mawaddah in 

1989, and develop by Al-Arham foundation (act of notary No.12 year 1989). In 

1989 “Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School” was established as the 

name of the boarding school based on QS. Asy-Syura verse 23 

ْلقْربى  ْلمودآةفى  َآ  لكْم علْيه  ْجًر  َآ  ْس ......... قْل    

The meaning of it: “I don‟t ask some commission for my exclamation to 

you, only affection in clannish”. 

 

2. Visions and  Mission of Al -Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School 

a. Vision of Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School is product the 

muslimah generation to be independent, creative, productive, and quality. 

b. Mission of Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School is to build a quality 

of young generation in forming al-mar‟atus sholihah as pioneer and leader of 

mankind, and alimah shalehah, highly dedicated skilled, creative, innovative, 

and in depending partnership (Ukhuwah). 
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3. Geographical Position 

Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School is located at Mangga Street 

Coper Village Jetis District Ponorogo Regency. It is South East side from 

Ponorogo city (Treggalek direction in 15 Km) or 5 Km from Pondok Modern 

Gontor south side. 

 

4. Curriculum  

Curriculum of Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School is 

unification from Pondok Modern Gontor curriculum and Minister of Education 

(MTsN/MAN). The curriculum team flues and simplify both of curriculum with 

the purpose looking for the efficiency and relevancy the aim of education in Al-

Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School in forming al-mar‟atus shalihah which 

is moral being, physical being, intellectual being, social being, and religious 

being that hold on the nature of the character. 

In order to implement and achieve the target of curriculum Pondok 

Modern Gontor and Minister of Education systematically based on curriculum 

team discussion, as follows: 

a. The General Program 

Al-Qur‟an , Tauhid, Tafsir, Hadits, Tajwid, Muthala‟ah, Fiqh, Ushul 

Fiqh, Adyan, Tarjemah, Faro‟idh, Indonesian Language,Pkn, Penjaskes, 

Economi, Geography. 
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b. The supporting Program 

Arabic language, Nahwu, Shorof, Balaghoh, Mahfudzot, Imla, Insya, 

Khot, English language, Sociology, Anthropology, Physics, Chemistry, 

biology, Mathematic, Indonesian History, Grammar, Composition, Art. 

c. The Special Program 

Tarbiyah, Ta‟lim Muta‟alim, Fiqh Nisa, Tarikh Islam, Civilization 

History, and memorizing Juz Amma. 

 

5. Extracurricular 

In this boarding school there are many extracurricular such as drum 

band, memorizing the holy Qur‟an, theatre, band, photography, making an 

Islamic calligraphy, dancing, speech, master of ceremony, vocalizing, etc. 

The students can choose the extracurricular which appropriate with their 

interest. This activity held once in a week every Monday in afternoon. The 

students very interest with this activity, because this is the right place to express 

their idea. 

 

6. Teacher Situation 

Teacher is figure to be good example for the students. The student has to 

act as an advisor for the students in developing creativity and self potential 

motivator that help students raising their goal and aspiration. Teacher of MTS 

Al-Mawaddah consist of asatidz (school master in married conditional) and 
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ustadzat (lady teacher) from many institute such as grated from Pondok Modern 

Gontor, Wali Songo Islamic Boarding School, ITB Bandung, IPB bogor, 

Brawijaya University Malang, Malang State University, Gadjah Mada 

University, UIN, ISID Gontor, STAIN, IAIN, LIPIA, IAIRM Ngabar, and staff 

dedication from graduate of Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School. 

The staff of educator in Al-Mawaddah Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding 

School according with system grouping into two parts: 

 For MTs level (from I grade to III grade) 39 teachers. 

 For MA level (from IV grade to VI grade) 63 teachers. 

 And 60 teachers living in the boarding school as advisor, educator, 

instructor, and student‟s reference solving their problems. 

 

7. Student Situation  

Students are the one of important component in course of education. 

Situation of the students in MTS Al-Mawaddah Coper Jetis Ponorogo in the 

academic year 2014/2015 as whole reach 400 students consist of 136 students 

class VII, 149 students VIII, 115 student IX.  
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8. Facilities and Basic Facilities  

To support the making up of quality of education and explore educative 

of students in MTS Al-Mawaddah Coper Jetis Ponorogo it is needed the 

existence of educate education facilities and basic facilities. 

As for facilities and basic facilities in MTS Al-Mawaddah Coper Jetis 

Ponorogo is presented in the form of table. It is conducted to make the effective 

data.  

Table 1.1 

Medium and Infrastructure of MTS Al-Mawaddah 

Coper Jetis Ponorogo 

No. Room’s Name Number 

1. Classroom  16 

2. Headmaster  1 

3. Teachers Room 1 

4. Administrator Office  1 

5. Library  1 

6. Computer Laboratory 1 

7. Science Laboratory 1 

8. Language Laboratory 1 

9. Canteen  1 

10. Guest Reception Office  1 
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9. The Structure of Organization 

There are organization structures of MTS Al-Mawaddah Coper Jetis 

Ponorogo to carry out the school police. The organization structured is 

presented in the form of diagram as follow: 

 

STRUCTURE ORGANIZATION 

MADRASAH TSANAWIYAH AL-MAWADDAH 

IN ACADEMIC YEARS 2014/2015 

 

Pengasuh : Dra. Hj. Siti Aminah Sahal, M.Ag 

Direktur : H. Ustuchori, MA 

Kepala Madrasah : Turiman, S.Pd.I  

Ka. Tata Usaha : Fitria Ruliana, S.Pd.I 

Waka Kurikulum : Dra. ST. Rofi‟ah 

Waka Kesiswaan : Rohmah Sumirahayuningsih, S.Ag 

Waka Sarana Prasarana  : Moh. Khamim, SE  

Waka Humas : Siti Khotimah, S.Pd.I  

Korbid. Studi Pesantren : Ngabdus Sidik, S.Ag 

Korbid. Studi Umum : Fajariyah, S.Pd 

Bimbingan Penyuluhan : Umi Tasi‟ah, S.Pd.I  
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To braid good corporation in running mission and vision and also the 

target of education MTS Al-Mawaddah Coper Jetis Ponorogo, it is required an 

organization structure which has each role and function. Based that, the school 

also will be easier to execute program which has been execute, job mechanism, 

responsibility and also duty can walk easily.       

 

B. Specific Data 

1. The Data of Code Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-

Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

 

The use of code is often encountered in our life, especially in daily 

conversation. On that conversations automatically use two languages are, 

Indonesian and English. Then the conversation is happened in a national 

language that is Indonesian suddenly, switch to English, because there are some 

things that cause code switching. Then both of this type is called code 

switching. Code switching has become a common a term for alternate use of 

two or more language, varieties of language, or even speech styles and the 

factors of code switching can be traced through the linkage of a conversation 

with the context and language situation. 

 As Fishman stated that some factors of code switching are “who says, by 

what language, to whom, when, and by what purpose. In the linguistic literature 

generally explained the cause of code switching, are speaker, hearer, change the 

situation because of the third person, change from formal into informal or 
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contrary, change the topic of conversation. And the speakers often do the code 

switching in order to get advantages.  

The following is an example of code switching that used by the students 

in their daily conversation.   

Setting  : In the room. 

Participants : Kiki, Tina, Riri, Sinta, and Syifa.  

End : Motivation book. 

Speech event 

Kiki  : Hi guys I have a good and interesting book. 

Tina  : Is that so??? 

Riri   : What the book was about, I am so curious…  

Kiki : This book about motivation, and do you know this is best- 

seller motivation book. 

Sinta        : May I read for a while? 

Kiki  : Of course you may. 

Syifa  : Hay teman-teman lagi apa kok pada kumpul disini? 

Sinta  : Kita lagi baca buku motivasi. 

Syifa : Wah buku motivasi, aku paling suka baca buku motivasi  

soalnya buku motivasi itu bisa membuat kita semangat 

menjalani hidup hehehe. 

Sinta  : Iya betul sekali. 

Riri : Oiya Ki, buku motivasi ini isinya tentang apa? 

Kiki            : Isinya tentang kesabaran ketika menghadapi musibah, 

mensyukuri nikmat Allah dan masih banyak lagi. Selain itu 

banyak pengetahuan yang dapat kita ambil dari buku motivasi 

ini. 
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Syifa : Wah kayak nya buku ini menarik, bolehkah saya meminjam 

nya nanti kalau sudah selesai membacanya langsung saya 

kembalikan. 

Kiki : Iya boleh. 

Syifa : Terima kasih banyak. 

Kiki : Sama-sama. 

 

From the data above, it shows that Kiki and her friends use English 

language. Suddenly, one of her friend comes and wants join with them but, she 

doesn‟t understand English anymore. Afterwards, her friends switch English 

into Indonesian language.  

 

2. The Factors Which Cause Code Switching Used by First Grade Students 

at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. 

 

The results of interviews about the factors which cause Code Switching 

used by First Grade Students are following: The opinion of Lailatus Sa‟adah 

one of the teacher from Language Advisory Council as follow: 

“The students are unawareness that foreign language is important, this is 

happened because the people surrounding students usually use mother 

language, this situation makes the motivation to use English become 

lower and the motto to be a bilingual school could not be implemented. 

The students usually used code switching when there isn‟t the teacher or 
managers around them, when the students were in the class especially in 

the middle of the lesson, and when they join scouting program. 

Furthermore, to solve this problem the teachers should give perception to 

the students that foreign language is important, create language 

environment for the students, make spyer in the class or in the room, 

make slogan about language in the environment of boarding school.”57
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Based on Miss Lailatus Sa‟adah‟s opinion the factors which cause Code 

Switching are; The students are unawareness that foreign language is important, 

this is happened because the people surrounding students usually use mother 

language, this situation makes the motivation to use English become lower and 

the motto to be a bilingual school could not be implemented.    

According to Miss Iftitah Khayati about the factors which cause Code 

Switching are following:   

“The influence from their friends who don‟t have a will to use English and 

they are unconscious that language is very important in this life. The 

students frequently used code switching when they saw their senior 

doesn‟t use foreign language. To solve that problem the CLI/LAC must 

control their daily conversation by providing some spyers.”58
 

 

Based on Miss Iftitah Khayati‟s opinion the factors which cause Code 

Switching are the influence from their friends who don‟t have a will to use 

English and they are unconscious that language is very important in this life 

While the results of interviews from Miss Syarifah Tan about the factors 

which cause Code Switching used by First Grade Students are following:   

“Some of the factors are that they don‟t realize that foreign language is 

very important and their discipline in using language is uncontrolled in 

the implementation. The students sometimes used code switching when 

they feel that they have known much about language, when the managers 

don‟t control them, and when they known that their friends don‟t use the 
language. Furthermore, to solve this problem the teachers should give the 

motivations to the students that foreign language is important, give the 

reward to the students who always use foreign language, refraining 

questions in Indonesian language for students.”59
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Based on Miss Syarifah Tan‟s opinion some of the factors which cause 

Code Switching is the students don‟t realize that foreign language is very 

important and their discipline in using language is uncontrolled. 

The results of interviews about the factors which cause Code Switching 

used by First Grade Students are following: The opinion of Himmatur Rosyida 

one of the manager from central language improvement as follow: 

“They don‟t know to translate of the sentence, they more comfortable to 
use Indonesian language. Especially, the students used code switching 

when they are in the room, in the second campus of Al-Mawaddah. 

Furthermore, to solve this problem the teachers should give a punishment 

if they don‟t use language and don‟t ask the students by using Indonesian 

language.”60
 

 

Based on the interview above the factors which cause Code Switching 

used by First Grade Students don‟t know to translate of the sentence, they more 

comfortable to use Indonesian language. 

According to Nibras maryati about the factors which cause Code 

Switching used by First Grade Students are following:   

“They feel difficult in talking the vocabularies in language, difficult for 

memorizing the vocabularies. The students sometimes used code 

switching when they are in the mosque and in the bathroom. Furthermore, 

to solve this problem the teachers should give vocabularies every day, for 

the students who break the language will give the punishment by 

educated punishment like memorize common expression, translate 

Indonesian language to foreign language.”61
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From the opinion above, it can be concluded that the factors which cause 

Code Switching used by First Grade Students are they difficult to talk the 

vocabularies in language, difficult for memorizing the vocabularies. 

According to Wardatun Ni‟matil Ummah about the factors which cause 

Code Switching used by First Grade Students are following:   

“The students have a habit making conversation by Indonesian language, 
they difficult for memorizing the vocabularies, the students want to 

tolerate other participants who are involved in conversation, and the 

students often used code switching when they are in the room and in the 

class. Furthermore, to solve this problem CLI/LAC must teach and guide 

them, and make a suggestion that using language is not difficult.”62
  

 

From the opinion above, it can be concluded that the factors which cause 

Code Switching used by First Grade Students are the students have a habit 

making conversation by Indonesian language, and they difficult for 

memorizing the vocabularies. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter the researcher discusses the result of the research which was 

conducted at seventh grade students of Junior High School Al-Mawaddah Coper Jetis 

Ponorogo. The discussion gives the explanation for the research problem which has 

been stated in chapter I. 

 

A. Code Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl  

Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo 

 

This chapter will discuss about two points to answer the problem 

statements. The first point is the process of classifying the data to find out the 

types of Code Switching used by First Grade Students at Al-Mawaddah Islamic 

Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. The whole data that have been 

obtained before will be analyzed and classified into two types of conversational 

code switching, those are situational code switching and metaphorical code 

switching. The data are all the utterances created by First Grade Students at Al-

Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo. After finding 

those types, the second point is discuss about the factor of the students from First 

Grade in using those types when they are in daily conversation. For the further 

explanation, it will be discussed more below: 
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A.1. The Types of Code Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-

Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper jetis ponorogo 

 

A.1.1. Situational code switching 

A situational code switching appears when there is a change in the 

situation that causes the bilingual switches from one code to other. In regard to 

the factor of choosing a code suggested by Dell H Hymes (1964), the changing 

situations involved could be the Settings, the Participants, or the Norms of 

Interaction.
63

 Situational code switching occurs when the language used change 

according to the situations in which the conversant find themselves: they speak 

one language in one situation and another in a different one.
64

 

The following short dialog describes an example of a situation when an 

Indonesian bilingual switches from Indonesian to English because coming of 

the new participant. 

Setting  : In the mosque. 

Participants  : Teacher, Students, Anggi, Nisa, and Syafira. 

End   : Read the Holy Qur‟an. 

Speech event 

Teacher  : Assalamuallaikum wr.wb  

Students  : Wa‟alaikumsallam wr.wb  

Teacher              : How are you getting a long? 

Student              : we are fine.....how about you? 

                                                           
63Made Iwan Indrawan Jendra, Sociolinguistics the Study of societies‟ Languages 

(Yogyakarta: Graha Ilmu, 2010), 76. 
64

 Ronald Wardhaugh, An Introduction to Sociolinguistics (USA: Blackwell Publishing, 

2010), 104. 
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Teacher : I am fine too thanks you, okay my student‟s lets we read the 

holy Qur‟an together and after it I want to ask you about 

Tajwid. 

Students   : Okay miss. 

Teacher   : Okay now let‟s we read surah Al-Fatihah. 

Teacher and all students read the holy Qur‟an together. 

Teacher  : We have read the holy Qur‟an and then let us discuss about 

Tajwid and who knows how many Hal Mim Sukun and 

Tanwin are? 

Anggi  : I am teacher. 

Teacher  : Yes, Anggi please mention it. 

Anggi       : There are 5 Hal Mim Sukun and Tanwin. 

Teacher   : Okay it is right, who can explain about hal mim sukun and 

tanwin? 

Nisa         : I am teacher. 

Teacher    : Yes, Nisa please explain it! 

Nisa  : Idhar Halqi, Idgham Bigunnah, Idhar Bila Gunnah, Iqlab, 

Ikhfa   Haqiqi. 

Teacher  : Yes right, any question so far about Hal Mim Sukun and 

Tanwin? 

Students   : No…… we have understood.  

Teacher  : If you have understood, now make the example about it in the 

Qur‟an. 

Students    : Okay teacher. 

Syafira      : Ustdh, saya masih bingung mencari contoh Iqlab. 

Teacher  :Baiklah, ustdh akan menerangkan tentang Iqlab dan 

memberikan contohnya. 

Iqlab itu apabila ada nun sukun dan tanwin bertemu dengan 

huruf  baa‟ maka hukum bacaannya disebut Iqlab. Iqlab itu 
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artinya membalik atau menukar, tegasnya huruf nun atau 

tanwin itu membacanya ketika itu dibalik atau ditukar menjadi 

mim, dan salah satu contohnya adalah:   ٍٍا بر ة   ر

                  Apakah syafira sudah faham? 

Syafira      : Sudah ustdh. 

 

From the conversation above, it shows that the teacher creates 

situational code switching. For the example when the teacher explained the 

material that is given to the students by using English language. Then she 

switches the code into Indonesian language. Another situational code switching 

also defines when the teacher gives the example explanation to make her 

explanation clearly.  

Furthermore conversations that indicate code switching also define in 

the daily conversation when Arin, Rara, Chika, Dina, and Rita study in front of 

the mosque while doing homework.  

Setting          : In front of the mosque 

Participants     : Arin, Rara, Dina, Chika, and Rita. 

End            : Doing the homework. 

Speech event 

Arin : Ra, what lesson is tomorrow? 

Rara           : Mahfudzot, Mutholaah, Tajwid, Indonesian language, English   

language, Mathematics,Arabic language, and Tafsir. 

Arin            : Okay thanks you. 

Rara            : You are welcome. 

Dina           : Hi guys we have Arabic assignment for tomorrow. 

Chika     : What page? 
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Dina        : Page 19-20. 

Arin         : How if we do it together? 

Dina        : That is a good idea. 

Rita        : Teman-teman boleh tida aku belajar bareng sama kalian?  

Chika        : Oh tentu saja.  

Rita               : Terima kasih, oiya teman-teman selain PR hahasa arab, kita juga   

punya PR matematika dan hafalan mutholah. 

Dina : Oke, nanti setelah kita mengerjakan PR bahasa arab langsung    

kita kerjakan PR matematika dan menghafal mutholah. 

 

From the conversation above it is shown that Arin applies the 

situational code switching by using English language with her friends. 

Suddenly, one of her friends comes and she wants to study together but 

unfortunately she doesn‟t understand English anymore. As the result, her 

friends switch English into Indonesian language.   

1.1) Metaphorical code switching 

A metaphorical code switching happens when there is the change in the 

perception, the purpose, the topic, or the topic of the conversation. In reference 

with the factors, this type of switching involves the End, the Act Sequences, or 

the key, but not the situation.
65

 Metaphorical code switching has an affective 

dimension to it: you change the code as you redefine the situation like formal 
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to informal, official to personal, serious to humorous, and politeness to 

solidarity.
66

  

The depth analyses of metaphorical code switching are explained as 

follow. The first conversation happened in the following.  

Setting : In the room. 

Participants : Citra, Azka, and Sinta. 

End : Humorous book. 

Speech event 

Citra : Hi guys I have something that can make you become    laugh   

loudly. 

Azka : What about? 

Citra : I have humorous book. 

Sinta : What the contents about is, Cit? 

Citra : About the butcher. 

Azka : Tell about the contents of the story to us, please! 

Citra : Ok listen to me carefully! 

Suatu ketika ada ada sebuah warung dipinggir jalan, lalu kemudian ada seorang 

pemudayang mengendarai motor dan berhenti untuk singgah kewarung 

tersebut. 

Pemuda :  Mbak ini gorengannya berapaan ya mbak? 

Penjaga warung : Oh murah koq mas, Cuma 2 ribu 3. 

Pemuda : Wah pantesan murah, semuanya sudah basi ya mbak? 

Penjaga warung :Eh… mas hati-hati yah kalau ngomong, gorengan masih   

anget kok dibilang basi sih. 
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Pemuda : Nah tadikan mbak bilang 2003, sekarang kan udah   2015 

berarti gorenganya sudah basi donk mbak. 

Azka : Haha ceritanya lucu ya.  

Sinta : Haha iya. 

Azka : Kamu punya berapa buku humor Cit?  

Citra : Punya lima. 

Azka : Kita boleh pinjam gak? 

Citra : Oh tentu saja boleh. 

sinta and azka : Thanks you. 

Azka : You are welcome. 

 

The conversation above is included into the type of metaphorical code 

switching. In the conversation above, Citra tells to her friends that she has very 

interesting humorous books and her friends curious about the contents that 

book. Finally, Citra intended to tell about that book. All her friends listen to the 

story carefully. While they are listening to the story, they are laughing loudly. 

Finally, they also want to borrow Citra‟s interesting book. From this 

conversation the researcher concluded that at beginning they speak seriously 

then at the last conversation they speak in humorous manner. That condition 

shows/indicates a metaphorical code switching. 

 Moreover, code switching also defines in daily conversation for 

instance when managers ask Sintia, Vivi and the members to speak English.  

Setting : In front of the office.    

Participants : Managers, Members, Sintia, Vivi 

End  : The rule of use language. 
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Speech event 

Managers  :  Assalamuallaikum wr.wb. 

Members    :  Wa‟alaikumsallam wr.wb. 

Managers  :  How‟s life? 

Students   :  We are fine, how about you? 

Manager 2   : We are fine too. Ok we are standing here we want to give 

some announcements about the language, lately we are get 

warning from CLI (central language improvement) because 

you don‟t use the language in daily conversation.  

Manager 1 : Although you are class one, you are must use language well, 

if you don‟t use English well, you are will get punishment 

from CLI…..do you want to get the punishment? 

Members :  No…… 

Manager 1 : Ok,,, if you don‟t know or forget about the vocabulary you 

can ask to your friends, your managers, or with the teacher. 

Do you understand my members? 

Members      :  Yes we are understood.  

Managers 2  : Ok start now you must use language well in daily 

conversation, we don‟t want to listen once more the warning 

from CLI. 

Member : Yes sister we promise we will use language well in daily 

conversation. 

Manager 2 : Ok may be enough here our announcement. End the last I 

see you wassalamuallaikum wr.wb. 

Sintia : Oiya Vi, aku juga ngerasa jarang pakai bahasa ne…. 

Vivi  : Iya sama aku juga. 

Sintia               : Soalnya aku kadang gak ngerti vocabnya….makanya aku 

gak pakai   bahasa. 
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Vivi              : Ya sudah kalau begitu mulai sekarang kita harus pakai 

bahasa setiap hari dan kalau pun tidak ngerti vocabnya kita 

tanyakan ke pengurus bahasanya, biar kita tidak  kena hukum 

bagian bahasa heee. 

Sintia               : Iya betul itu. 

  

Metaphorical code switching occurs in that conversation. That can be 

seen when the managers give the announcement to their members to use 

language well in daily conversation. During managers give the announcement, 

all the members are silent and pay attention to the managers then the situation 

become formal. After managers finished given the announcement, then the 

situation turned into a non formal situation, there are two members chatting 

about it. They realize that they rarely use the English language, because they 

often forget and don‟t know about certain vocabularies. They promise to use 

language well in daily conversation. 

 

B. Factors Which Cause Code Switching Used by First Grade Students at Al-

Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper jetis ponorogo 

 

Based on the result of the observation, the researcher could identify the 

factors which cause used Code Switching by First Grade Students. 

Communication event is an event that is conducted by everyone with a variety of 

languages and an event that is very compound. On the other hand, communication 

is an event that delivered a message from communicator (sender) to communicant 
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(recipient of the message). In order to be able to deliver the message to the 

communicant, a communicator should use language that can be understood well 

by the communicant. When a communicator use a language that could not be 

understood by the communicant, the message could not be delivered to 

communicant. In this case, language as tool for communication has important 

role. 

However, not all the speakers have a mastery of language. Often speakers 

must change the language when he will talk to opponents who not mastery the 

language from the speakers. Transitional language is called code switching. Code 

switching often occurs in Al-Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis 

Ponorogo, where the students must  use the formal language. The chance to do 

code switching is big when there are some students who do not have enough 

ability to compose statement in formal language or in another. This, for example 

when the students are talking with their friends by using english and there is one 

of friends who does not understand what was said by speaker, then the speaker 

changes the language into Indonesian language.  

As described in chapter three, according to the result of the interview 

with the teacher from Language Advisory Council, Code Switching is used by 

First Grade Students, because they were in the following situations:  

1. The students are unaware that foreign language is important, this is happened 

because the people surrounding students usually use mother language, this 
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situation makes the motivation to use English become lower and the motto to 

be a bilingual school could not be implemented. 

2. The influence from their friends who do not have a will to use English and they 

are unconscious that language is very important in this life, and they found 

difficulty to memorize the vocabularies. 

Based on the interview with manager from Central Language 

Improvement it is known that there are many factors which caused Code 

Switching used by First Grade, the factors are as follow: 

1. They do not know how to translate the sentence; they are more comfortable to 

use Indonesian language. 

2. They feel difficult to talk the vocabularies in language, and difficult for 

memorizing the vocabularies. 

3. The students have a habit of making conversation by Indonesian language, and 

the students want to tolerate other participants who are involved in 

conversation. 
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CHAPTER V 

CLOSING 

 

A. Conclusion 

From the analysis in chapter four, the writer can conclude that the setting 

of place which usually become the background of Code Switching usually 

conducted by first grade students in front of the mosque, in the mosque, in the 

room, in front of the office. 

There are two types of Code Switching done by First Grade Students of Al-

Mawaddah Islamic Girl Boarding School Coper Jetis Ponorogo, they are 

situational and metaphorical code switching. 

1. Situational code switching occurs when the language used change according to 

the situations in which the participants find themselves: they speak one 

language in one situation and another in a different one. 

2. Metaphorical code switching has an affective dimension to it: participants 

change the code as participants redefine the situation like formal to informal, 

official to personal, serious to humorous, and politeness to solidarity. 

The other result is that there are three factors caused the event of code 

switching, these are:  

1. The students do not master the vocabularies.  

2. The students found difficulty arranging sentences in   English when they are in 

conversation.  
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3. The students want to tolerate other participants who are involved in 

conversation. 

 

B. Recommendations 

Based on the result of the study from this research, some recommendations 

enclosed as follows: 

1. To institution 

The institutions are suggested to motivate students to use language well 

in daily conversation. Furthermore, the institutions can help the students to use 

many strategies to make the student use language well and remind all the 

students about the mottos as language is not everything but everything without 

language is nothing and no life without language because language makes life 

more than life. So, they realize the importance of language in life.  

2. To the teacher 

The teacher must guide and direct their students to use the language 

well in daily conversation, and give the reward to the students who use 

language well in daily conversation. 

3. To the students 

The students must mastery vocabulary and use language well, in other 

that they don‟t get the punishment from managers and teacher. 
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4. To readers 

The result of this study only focuses on analysis code switching. 

Researcher recommend the reader to read more about sociolinguistic. 

 

 


